Abstract-Obstacle avoidance problems are a class of nonconvex optimal control problems for which derivative-based optimization algorithms often fail to locate global minima. The goal of this paper is to provide a tutorial on how to apply Branch & Lift algorithms, a novel class of global optimal control methods, for solving such obstacle avoidance problems to global optimality. The focus of the technical developments is on how Branch & Lift methods can exploit the particular structure of Dubin models, which can be used to model a variety of practical obstacle avoidance problems. The global convergence properties of Branch & Lift in the context of obstacle avoidance is discussed from a theoretical as well as a practical perspective by applying it to a tutorial example.
I. INTRODUCTION
Obstacle and collision avoidance control methods are needed in many fields of engineering of current interest such as mechatronics and robotics [11] , [22] as well as traffic control of autonomous vehicles at intersections [6] , [20] . In principle, such obstacle avoidance problems for dynamic devices can be formulated as optimal control problems [7] , [11] . However, these optimal control problems are severely non-convex, especially, due to state constraints enforcing the distance of the controlled device to the closest obstacles to be positive [13] .
Unfortunately, many state-of-the-art optimal control solvers [18] are based on local or derivative-based optimization methods, which often get trapped into local minima. One exception are algorithms based on dynamic programming [14] , which can be used to solve generic optimal control problems to global optimality, but their application is limited to systems with a small number of states [2] . Similarly, one could apply deterministic global optimization methods [15] such as Branch & Bound to the discretized optimal control problem. Such approaches have for example been suggested in [5] , [9] , [10] for dynamic optimization problems with a small number of optimization variables. These methods scale reasonably well with the number of states. However, as soon as such methods are used in higherdimensional search spaces, e.g., if we have problems with time-varying control inputs, Branch & Bound is basically not applicable. Thus, direct discretization methods are not suited for global optimization in obstacle avoidance control.
The lack of generic global optimal control solvers has led researchers to develop tailored methods for solving, or at least approximately solving, collision and obstacle avoidance problems to reasonable accuracies [3] , [12] , [11] , [21] , [24] . However, these methods are often based on various simplification or modeling assumptions, which often neglect the dynamics of the system in order to simplify the problem. Of course, this does not imply that these heuristics are not suited for practical use, but the main focus of this paper is on solving obstacle avoidance problems with moderately high numerical accuracies without restrictive modeling assumptions.
This paper analyzes and illustrates the effectiveness of Branch & Lift methods for solving obstacle avoidance control problems to global optimality. Branch & Lift methods have been developed recently by two of the authors [16] . The mathematical convergence properties of these methods have been analyzed by using functional analysis methods in a rather general setting in potentially infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces [17] . One principal goal of this paper is to make these abstract mathematical developments accessible to control engineers. Therefore, this paper briefly summarizes the main of idea of Branch & Lift, but then focusses on its application to a tutorial problem from the field of obstacle avoidance control. In this context, it is also discussed how the proposed method can cope with large-scale problems.
Section II introduces the problem formulation and Section II-A introduces a tutorial obstacle avoidance control problem, which is used as a guiding example to visualize all technical and algorithmic developments throughout this paper. Section III introduces the concept of momentconstrained reachable sets, which are in this paper identified as the basis for Branch & Lift algorithms. The corresponding developments are illustrated step-by-step for the tutorial problem in Section III-A. Section IV introduces the practical algorithm and summarizes its theoretical convergence properties. Section V discusses the application of Branch & Lift to the tutorial problem as well as to general obstacle avoidance control problems. Section VI concludes the paper.
Notation: Besides mathematical standard notation, we denote with
n the set of n-dimensional squareintegrable functions on the interval [0, T ]. We use the syntax
to denote the associated inner product. 
The complement of X in R nx is denoted by R nx \ X.
II. OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE CONTROL PROBLEMS
Open-loop obstacle avoidance problems can be cast as optimal control problems of the form
where
nu the controls. Here, the functions f :
and m : R nx → R are globally Lipschitz continuous and the initial value x 0 ∈ R nx is assumed to be given. Notice that robot and mechatronics models of practical relevance (e.g. based on Newton mechanics or descriptor forms) can be written in the above form. For example, control forces or torques of robot models enter affinely via Newton's equations of motion, i.e., the corresponding model equations are affine in u. Nonlinear effects such as centrifugal, non-trivial friction, or Coriolis forces depend on the state x only and can be modeled by choosing the function f and B appropriately. The control constraint set U ⊆ R nu can be assumed to be compact and convex-for practical obstacle avoidance problems, U is a simple interval box modeling control bounds. This is in contrast to the set X, which is non-convex for most obstacle avoidance problems of practical relevance. This is due to the fact that even if each obstacle is modeled as a convex set in the state space, the set of where our mechanical device is allowed to move, namely, the complement of the union of the obstacle set in R nx , is non-convex. This implies in particular that local optimal control algorithms are not suitable for solving obstacle avoidance problems of the form (1). For simplicity of presentation, it is assumed here that the obstacles are static; X does not depend on t.
A. Tutorial example
One of the simplest possible models for 2D trajectory planning of mechanical devices is Dubin's model, which is obtained by setting
Here, the states x 1 and x 2 can be interpreted as the 2D position coordinates of a moving body with unit mass and constant unit velocity. The state x 3 can be interpreted as an angle determining the direction in which the airplane is flying. The control input u : [0, T ] → R can be interpreted as the associated angular velocity. In order to set up a simple scenario, we introduce control bounds U = [u, u] and one obstacle,
Here, the obstacle is a disc in the (x 1 , x 2 )-plane with center (c 1 , c 2 ) and radius r and the set X is defined to be the complement of the set that is occupied by this obstacle. Our goal is to come as close as possible to a target point
behind the obstacle. The numerical values for all these parameters are listed in the table below.
Parameter Symbol Value radius of the obstacle r 0.32 center of the obstacle (c 1 , c 2 )
The above obstacle avoidance optimal control problem has two local minima as visualized in Figure 1 . Notice that this visualization uses-in order to better fit the format of this paper-different scales of the x 1 and x 2 coordinates such that the disc-shaped orange region appears as if it were an ellipse. Also notice that the trajectory in the right plot in Figure 1 corresponds to the globally optimal solution-it is slightly better to pass the obstacle on the left as c 2 = −0.05 is in this case study slightly negative.
III. MOMENT-CONSTRAINED REACHABLE SETS
The construction of so-called Branch & Lift algorithms [16] for solving (1) to global optimality relies on the outer approximation of moment-constrained reachable sets
n with squared norms σ i = Φ i , Φ i , and for any compact set A ⊂ R M +1 , these sets are defined as
The following theorem has originally been proven [17] . It lays the mathematical foundation for analyzing the convergence properties Branch & Lift, as discussed in Section IV.
Theorem 1:
If the functions f and B are globally Lipschitz continuous, and if the set U is bounded, then there exist constants
, and all M ∈ N.
In the following, a set
for a bound U ≥ V on the optimal value of (1), e.g., a locally optimal solution or any feasible solution of (1), and 3) undecided if A is neither sub-optimal nor infeasible. Notice that if A is sub-optimal or infeasible, then any globally optimal control input u * of (1) satisfies
This statement is an immediate consequence of the above definition. Thus, the moments of a globally optimal control can only be contained in an undecided set. Notice that there exist numerous tools for computing or outer-approximating the reachable sets of nonlinear differential equations, and we refer to [4] , [25] for an overview. In the following, we use a variant of Taylor models with ellipsoidal remainder bounds, as proposed in [16] to describe non-convex convergent outer approximations
. This is sufficient in the sense that if the outer approximation
then A is sub-optimal. In summary, infeasibility and suboptimality of a set A can be verified by using standard tools from the field of set based computing [4] such as Taylorand Chebyshev arithmetics [23] .
A. Visualization of moment-constrained reachable sets
In order to visualize moment-constrained reachable sets for our tutorial example from Section II-A, we use the colors red, blue, and green in order to visualize infeasible, suboptimal, and undecided sets, respectively. Moreover, we use the scalar Legendre polynomial basis
. This implies in particular that the zeroth-order moment of the input u, given by It can be seen from Figure 2 that this means that the airplane may turn right initially, but then it has to turn left on average, as we need to choose a control function whose average is negative. Clearly, the distance of all points in the set X 0 (t, A 1 ) are sub-optimal compared to the locally optimal solution of (1), which is indicated as the blue trajectory in the upper left part of Figure 2 . Consequently, the interval A 1 is colored blue in the bottom of Figure 2 indicating that this interval is sub-optimal. The upper right part of Figure 1 shows the moment-constrained reachable set ∪ t∈[0,T ] X 0 (t, A 4 ) of the fourth set in the partition, A 4 = [0.2, 0.6], on (x 1 , x 2 )-plane, which happens to be undecided. Thus, the interval A 4 is colored green. The sets A 2 , A 3 are undecided, too, but the set A 5 is sub-optimal compared to the locally optimal current upper bound. A discussion and visualization of moment-constrained reachable sets for our tutorial example for M > 0 can be found further below.
IV. BRANCH-AND-LIFT ALGORITHM
Branch & Lift algorithms [16] , [17] maintain a set of intervals A by applying three main algorithmic operations, named branching, lifting, and fathoming. 1) Branching refers to the process of substituting an interval A ∈ A with smaller intervals whose union contains A.
2) Lifting refers to the process of replacing every interval
A ∈ A with its associated lifted interval A × [a, a] and setting M ← M + 1. 3) Fathoming refers to the process of deleting all infeasible (red) and sub-optimal (blue) intervals from the current partition A. The implementation of the branching and fathoming operations is analogous to standard Branch & Bound methods [15] . In order to implement the lifting operation the bounds [a, a] are computed as the minimizer/maximizer of the infinite dimensional convex optimization problem
which happens to be a linear programming problem if U is an interval. This construction ensures that if the first M + 1 moments of a globally optimal control u * are in an interval A, then the first M + 2 moments of u * are in the lifted interval
Notice that there exist standard tools for solving the infinite dimensional linear programming problems (4) with high numerical accuracy [1] , [8] . In terms of computational effort, another demanding operation is the fathoming step, which requires the outer-approximation of moment-constrained reachable sets as discussed in the previous section.
In order to arrive at a practical implementation, the above fathoming, branching, and lifting steps need to be called in a loop. Here, lifting operations are only applied if the diameter of the outer approximation of the momentconstrained reachable set cannot be improved much further by applying branching operations. This procedure can-at least qualitatively-also be motivated by Theorem 1: if the term C 1 diam (A) on the right hand of inequality (3) is already small, the diameter of X M (t, A) can only be improved further by increasing M . Details on how to implement decision heuristics about when to branch and to lift can be found in [16] . Moreover, in order to start and terminate the algorithm, the fathoming, branching, and lifting operations need to be augmented by the following additional steps. In the first case, the algorithm returns a proof ofoptimality, while, in the second case, a certificate of infeasibility is returned.
Notice that the interval A 0 = [a, a] in the initialization step can be found by setting
In order to implement the termination criterion, we use in this paper a local optimal control solver from ACADO Toolkit [18] , which yields upper bounds on V. Here, the local solver is initialized at the mid-point, mid(A), of each undecided interval A ∈ A, i.e., by initializing ACADO at the control input u = M i=0 a i Φ i with a = mid(A). The best local minimum found after initializing ACADO at all of these mid-points is used as the current upper bound U in order to fathom sub-optimal intervals in A. If the local solver does not return a feasible solution, we set V = ∞. A proof of the following worst-case convergence statement can be found in [17] . iterations.
Notice that the complexity estimate in Theorem 2 is a worstcase bound. In practice, especially in obstacle avoidance problems, Branch & Lift performs much better than what can be expected from this exponential worst case bound. Also notice that better complexity estimates are possible if additional structure is available. For example, if the optimal control input is known to be smooth, the worst case complexity of Branch & Lift algorithms reduces to
, which has also been proven in [17] .
V. BRANCH & LIFT FOR OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE

CONTROL
In this section we first apply Branch & Lift to the tutorial obstacle avoidance problem from Section II-A in order to explain and visualize the main steps of the algorithm. Applications to more challenging obstacle avoidance control problems are discussed further below.
A. Application of Branch & Lift to the tutorial example
The iterations of Branch & Lift for the problem in Section II-A can be worked out explicitly. Recall that Legendre basis polynomials are used as explained in Section III-A.
• (2(t/T ) − 1)u(t) dt corresponds to the zeroth-and first order moments of the steering input u in the Legendre basis.
• Iteration 6: All 15 intervals in the current partition are checked for sub-optimality and infeasibility. During this process the local solver, i.e., the upper bounding routine finds a better local minimizer, which in this example happens to be globally optimal. However, the algorithm has no proof of global optimality at this stage and, consequently, keeps iterating. Thereafter, the current fathoming step detects 2 infeasible as well as 8 sub-optimal intervals and deletes all of them from the current partition. The result of this process is shown in the left part of Figure 4 : the updated partition contains only 5 remaining undecided intervals. Notice that the main topology of the obstacle avoidance problem is reflected in the two dimensional moment space in the sense that the union of the 5 undecided intervals in A consists of two connected sub-regions (see the left part of Figure 4 ). These sub-regions correspond to the two main possibilities, namely, passing the obstacle on either the left or right side, although, the algorithm is still undecided about which of these options is better at this stage. • Iteration 7: The result of the next lifting step is shown in the right part of Figure 4 . Notice that the associated lifted intervals are three dimensional, after we introduce the new variable
which corresponds to the second order moment of the steering input u.
• Iteration 8-20: If we keep on branching, lifting, and fathoming for a few iterations, termination is achieved. For example, if the termination tolerance is set to = 10 −3 the algorithm stops after 20 iterations and returns a (numerical) proof that the found local solution found in step 6 is -sub-optimal. Branch & Bound as well as exhaustive dynamic programming, although the state space is only 3-dimensional in this tutorial example. Notice that if we replace the single obstacle in our tutorial example with, for example, 100 obstacles with random location, Branch & Lift often converges in less than 1min, although the practical performance varies from case-to-case. This is due to the fact that more obstacles lead to more infeasible sub-intervals, which expedites convergence, as the fathoming process helps to accumulate less intervals in the working partition. This effect can be observed independently of the size of the current lifting dimension M . However, one limitation of the algorithm becomes apparent if we increase the length of the time horizon of the maneuver. If the time horizon is prolonged to T = 10 (instead of T = 2) the Branch & Lift algorithm takes up to 20min. If the horizon is made even longer, the partition sometimes becomes too big, while dynamic programming methods scale linearly with respect to the duration of the maneuver. This current issue with Branch & Lift is mostly due to the fact that the conservatism of many state-of-the-art set propagation integrators [25] increases on longer time horizons due to wrapping effects. As one might expect, the quality of the outer approximation of the reachable sets has a major influence on the performance of the proposed algorithm. Tailored intergators for momentconstrained reachable sets for problems with longer horizon are under investigation [19] .
B. Performance of Branch & Lift
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed the application of Branch & Lift algorithms for solving obstacle avoidance control problems to global optimality. A theoretical convergence guarantee and an associated complexity estimate for this algorithm for general non-convex optimal controls problems has been summarized in Theorem 1. We have illustrated the main algorithmic steps by applying Branch & Lift to a tutorial obstacle avoidance problem based on Dubin's model. Numerical experiments for problems with more than one obstacle indicate superior performance of Branch & Lift over other methods such as single-shooting with Branch & Bound or dynamic programming, although one current bottleneck of the implementation of Branch & Lift, is that the method scales less favorably with respect to the time horizon duration. This problem will be overcome in future implementations by developing tailored moment-constrained reach-set integrators.
